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Planned Runs 

 

 

 

 

 

This Month’s Birthdays           

 

 

 

 

 

 Venue Place 

19th March 2017 Breakfast at the Cable Car 
followed by the Wolves Spirit 
MC Dayjol for those willing. 

Harties 

26th March 2017 Gas Monkey Van der Bijl 

2nd April 2017 Beerco/Classic Bikes Germiston 

9th April 2017 Bike Museum Denysville 

Name Date 

   

 

 



Upcoming Dayjols 

                                                                                    

When: 18th March 2017  

Where: Boksburg 

                                       

When: 19th March 2017  

Where: Harties 

                                          

When: 25th March 2017  

Where: Macs Vaal Club  House Ericson Street. 



19th February 2017 – 33 High Street and Classic Cars 

             

The weather had been terrible all week and was still a little bleak when I left for Bimbos. 

Nonetheless we had a pretty good showing and, think about 12/13 bikes. The “Pope” 

arrived on his Bandit for the first time and was itching to open to open it up. We headed out 

towards the Bapsfontein crossing before doubling back via the Serengeti road. This is a 

really pleasant road and still in good nick despite the rains. The only issue now is that the 

Feds seem to be making a habit of camping on it in the middle somewhere which means 

that anyone hoping to burn off a bit of dirt can’t. 

Mr Pope however did initiate a drag race with me just before we left Rynfield. Not much 

between most bikes on a such a short distance though. The ride to through the back of 

Kempton to Edenvale was pretty quiet and we seem to be getting pretty good at riding in a 

structured group. The service at 33 High street came with free coffee as a result of the poor 

service we had last time we visited. The breakfast and service was much better and we 

should be riding out for breakfast again. After Breakfast some of us went to see the Classic 

cars on display. AND SOME OF US WHO I HAD ARRANGED THIS RIDE FOR DID NOT……… 

 



 

                    

 

This MG was one of the best cars on show on that day, very impressive! Love the wheels. 

 

                    

Some pretty awesome machines on display and we arrived early enough to see most of 

what was on display. 



 

                        

 

I just know that on this machine I could probably take both Paul and Shaun easy as they 

haven’t learned how to go fast in corners . Notice how I don’t mention Jono?? 

 

 

 

                              

 



                    

 

 

 

                    



 

 

K this looks like a Gordon type of car, can just see Mom and him buzzing off to the Drive-inn 

on a weekend, must the colour? Similar to the Bandit. 

 

5th March 2017 – Johnny Walkers in Walkerville 

  

 

Okay our photographer this week was useless as this is all I got. Plus, the picture I took of Liz 

as she was busy filling up. We had 17 bike is total and the weather was brilliant for a change. 

The ride out went pretty smoothly. We headed out to Heidelberg and took the first major 

turn to head across to the R59. I was always of the opinion that this road crossed the 

motorway and headed straight into Walkerville. Turns out it does but it is a sand road! We 

had used this a few weeks earlier when we went to the Monarchs Dayjol. Nigel had taken on 

it to get to the motorway! So Colin lead us back via the Swartkoppies route. This is actual 

quite a pleasant route and we will probably just use this as the de facto route in future. So 

only got lost once this week.  



 

15 I can see in these picture and two came later as Gordon and Shaun rode direct. 

The service at Johnny Walkers turned out to be bad despite us having phoned before leaving 

Bimbos. The Urn hadn’t been switched on and any beverages took 45 minutes to arrive. 

They had declined to serve a buffet for us and we were left with a single waiter trying to 

collect orders. The food was neither awful nor spectacular and I am not sure we will be 

venturing that way again in the near future. 

It turned out to be a really good day weather wise and we stayed on after breakfast for 

some time just chatting and swapping stories. 

Some photos I took on the day… below 

 



 

 



 

That’s it folks!!      

 


